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May’s Show & Tell Entries 

 

The phone is an aftermarket dial phone from the 1980s. The attached number plate was picked up in a flea market.  
These were commonly used advertising items back in the day. 



 

Car float built by Craig Rosenberger: the vessel is the basic Walther’s 

car float, weathered with chalks. Piling are made from 3/16” dowl. The 

water is painted two shades of green over a black base coat. The top 

coat is multiple coats of Mod-PodgeTM. 



 

David Lindemer who is passing along a tip from Norm Logan’s layout that he saw at the NCR Extra mini Convention last month. 

He used this for asphalt roads and crossings. It comes in grey and other colors, a 26” x 10”, 1/32” thick sheet is about $8. 
It takes pencil well and (so far) seem to take paint. Found at auto supply stores. 

 

 

Bob Steven’s N scale cabin built at Terry Davis’ April clinic 



Kevin Pulling brought in the modeling reference books. PECO OO-9 which is European HOe narrow gauge. 

A couple of members brought in items that I didn’t get photos of. 
Terry Davis brought in his HO and N scale sheds that he had built as demonstrators for the April clinic. This was his first 

major try at combining multiple washes and dry brush finishes. 

Richard Kubeck showed a number of different types of track cleaning equipment including an Atlas ( Dapol ) track 
cleaning car, A MNP (Many New Products) Track Cleaner, Jan Creations Stealth Track Cleaner and a W&T Models 
Track Cleaner 

 



Views of Layouts from the April NCR Convention in Northville 

 

 

 

 

Paul Omilian’s HO layout is a 20’ x 10’ two level 
walk-in layout representing a small town bridge 
railroad. It services a large industrial district and a 
coal mine. It has three staging yards and 
interchanges with two class one railroads. The coal 
mine car loader operates as does the power plant 
unloader. Other buildings have operating rail car 
doors. 

 



 

From Mine to 

Power Plant, 

both operate, loading the 

coal from the mine into the 

car and from the car into 

power plant. 

 



 

 



 

Electronics and mechanism for the working rail car door. 



Mark Ellis’s HO Melville Union Pacific 

layout is an 11’ x 21’ free-lance layout 

set in the upper Midwest. As a free-lance 

layout, both steam and diesel engines 

are run. The control system is NCE 

wireless DCC with more than 150’ of 

code 87 track. The more than 30 

turnouts are hand built using the Fast-

TracksTM system with 3 additional hand-

built curved turnouts. There is a hidden 

staging yard, two small yards and three 

industries. The City of Melville has an 

animated fire house, factory doors are 

animated and there are lights in at least 

15 buildings. 
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Joe Kocsis’s Boston & 

Maine RR is set in New 

England in about 1935 - 43. 

The layout is an around the 

wall type with approximately 

200’ of code 70 track. The 

railroad has many scratch 

built structures, many of 

them prize winning. 
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From the Yard Office 

 

Hello my fellow model railroaders. Hope all is going well as we enter summer and look forward to some 

warmer and drier weather. This Saturday, we will have a great time visiting the Howell area and enjoy several 

model railroad and prototype railroad venues. 

Mark Cowles has posted the day’s itinerary in this Journal, so I won’t repeat it here. Please make sure that 

you look it over and pay attention to the times on our schedule. 

We plan on arriving at the Okemos Rd & I-96 Cracker Barrel at about 8:30AM for breakfast with those that 

would like to join us. Please let me know if you plan on attending the breakfast so I can get seating for the 

group in one location. If the restaurant is too busy, we will split up as needed. Look for me when you get there.  

We plan on meeting the rest of the group in the “park and ride” behind Cracker Barrel and I would like us to be on the road by 9:45AM. 

Please try and get there several minutes before that time so we can work out the car pool and ride sharing for those that would like to do so. 

The rest of the day should be a lot of fun and will keep us active until we head home in the afternoon. I’m really looking forward to it and I 

hope you are too!! 

Additional summer activities are still being planned at this time but there are a few things that we, as an organization should get done during 

the break. 

Your officers will hold a planning meeting to plan the upcoming fall and winter activities of 2019/2020. Is it just me, or are these years flying 

by?? 

Mark will send out a notice with the planning meeting date, time, and location once it is scheduled. It will probably be in our regular meeting 

location on Okemos Rd., at the Meridian Twp. Fire Station. You are all invited to join us and I hope we will see some of you there. You can 

help us plan the monthly activities, clinics and layout tours for the Fall/Winter schedule. 

If you cannot make the meeting but have some ideas that you would like to share with us, please forward them onto me and I will be happy 

to present them at the meeting. If I have any questions regarding them, I will contact you and we can discuss it before hands. 

One item that we will plan to discuss at the planning meeting is the creation of a new committee that will develop a program to allow us to 

help families deal with model railroad collections in an estate. Mark Cowles suggested this and I think it is a great idea. This is something that 

we should all be thinking about for the future, hopefully, far down the road but we never know when that time will be. The intent is not to 

physically help dissolve the collection but to help the family understand their options and answer questions and support them as we can. I’m 

hoping that we can get a good group of members to take on this well worthwhile division program. 

That’s it for now!! 

Hope to see you all on Saturday! Best, Andy Keeney 



INTERNET SITES FOR MODELING TIPS & HOW TO’S 
A Column by David Lindemer 

When I re-engaged with this hobby after a 55 year hiatus I found almost everything new and different, a bit intimidating. In 
addition to our Division 5 NMRA meetings, various clinics, magazines and “how-to” books, I have found some internet 
sources and YouTube videos to be especially interesting and informative. And many of you have your own favorite 
internet sources that I know nothing about. At the invitation of Mark and Andy I am volunteering to write a column for our 
Capitol Division Newsletter where we can share those sources we each find helpful to our skill development. 

Here’s how this will work initially (we can fine-tune this as we go; suggestions welcome): Members, please email me the 
sites and videos that you find helpful in your modeling skill development. I will then pull them together and get them to 
Mark for inclusion in the next issue of the newsletter. Each submitted cyber resource should include: 1 - the link to access 
the resource; 2 - the cost, if any; and 3 - a brief description of the subject matter. 

I’ll kick it off this month with two suggestions. Take a look before our April 13 meeting if you’re able. We may take a couple 
of minutes during that meeting to discuss the workings of this new column. You may send your favorite sites for listing to 
me at: davidlindemer@yahoo.com, please put “modeling resources” in the subject line. 

1 You may google “Jason Jenson Trains” to be led to a selection of his YouTube videos that seem to deal with structures, 
weathering, and kit-bashing. Each video is well done, thorough, nicely presented. They’re free, longish but complete: 12 
minutes to 55+ minutes each, and he frequently mentions (and uses) products from kc’s workshop. Samples: asphalt 
roofing, shingle roofing, siding, applying and weathering signs on buildings, etc. 

2 Al Lee sends out emails one to 3 times per week, and each one will list tips for layout building that have been 
submitted to him by his readers. Most entries fall far short of MMR calibre, but occasionally there’s an interesting approach 
to a modeling issue. You will find an introduction to his site and blog at http://modelrailwaylayoutsplans.com  His blog and 

emails are free, and he also hawks his son’s card-stock structures. 
I found his site helpful when I first got back into the hobby. Several days ago I was quite impressed with a modeler’s 
entry about making the layout “accessible.” That is, creating removable scenery sections, so that all hidden track is 
accessible. That one is here: (sound comes in late and prepare for the British accent) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jp57j0X58G0  

My apologies to David. He had sent this to me in time for the last issue, I thought that I had included it, but, I in fact, I had 
totally missed including it. Hopefully, Better late than never. The editor. 

ftp://at:_davidlindemer@yahoo.com/
http://modelrailwaylayoutsplans.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jp57j0X58G0


 

Elections were held during the April  
get together and the following  

individuals were reelected. 

Capital Division Officers  
April 2019 - April 2021 

Superintendent - Andy Keeney  
hunter48820@yahoo.com  

Assistant Superintendent - Mark Frechette  
FREHETTE54@msn.com  

Paymaster - Ron St. Laurent  
R.STLAURENT@sbcglobal.net  

Clerk & Editor - Mark Cowles  
nkpcowles@yahoo.com  

Webmaster - Craig Rosenberger  
rosenb3649@comcast.net   
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